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Onus or Opportunity?

Conservatism and Illegal Immigration in Utah
We conclude that there is nothing extraordinary about illegal immigrants, who are otherwise law-abiding
members of our community. We confidently recommend that Utah public policy should seek to fully assimilate otherwise law-abiding illegal immigrants already residing here.

Preface

This essay Elucidates
the Sutherland Insti-

Of the many issues that the Sutherland In-

nomically. It is not a policy abstraction or ob-

stitute has considered in its thirteen years of

jectification. We are talking about real people,

operations, few have compared with illegal

not unlike every Utahn. They share our aspi-

immigration in complexity and intensity. It

rations for a better life. They have problems

has been a highly-debated issue inside our

like we do. They seek happiness like we do.

organization for a year now. And it has been

And, most of all, they want to be the masters

a thorough debate.

of their own destinies, just as we do.

The Sutherland Institute’s Board of Trustees

We know our position will feel controversial

and the Board’s Policy Committee are com-

to some people, even surprising. But there

prised of many of the smartest and insight-

should be no surprises. The Sutherland Insti-

ful minds in Utah. Quite naturally, within any

tute strives to reflect an authentic conserva-

such group of sincere, thoughtful, and (very)

tism. This essay does just that.

tute position on illegal
immigration in Utah

opinionated people, there will be disagreements. It is to be expected. We are a vibrant

As the local debate continues over time, we

think tank – batting ideas around is what we

hope this paper constructively adds to the

do, and do well.

debate. In fact, we hope it spurs deeper and
more contemplative dialogue and, ultimately,

This essay elucidates the Sutherland Institute

touches as many hearts as minds.

position on illegal immigration in Utah.
Paul T. Mero, President
As conservatives, we view this issue morally as
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much as we view it socially, culturally, and eco-
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T

he contentious debate over illegal immigration has

within conservatism, at least as this schism informs the

tested the authenticity of conservative thought. Na-

deeper debate over the integrity of conservative philoso-

tionally, self-identified conservatives are often at war over

phy and intellectualism, the debate in Utah is at once more

this issue.

basic and yet more nuanced.

1

And here in Utah, the reddest of red states,

where elected officials (and the people who elect a vast
majority of them) wear their brands of conservatism as an

This paper is the Sutherland Institute’s attempt, as Utah’s

unquestioned free-pass to conduct all sorts of political and

conservative leader, to explain an authentic conservative

legislative business, we are no exception in
the war of words.2
The legislative debate over Illegal Immigration (SB 81, 2008), an “enforcement-first”
approach, and Immigration Task Force (SB
97, 2008), a “measure-twice-cut-once” ap-

Reality, not ideology, is what
makes the issue of illegal
immigration such an ideal
opportunity for authentic
conservatives to make a
constructive difference

view of illegal immigration in Utah.
The concern of the Institute, in mission and
principle, is policy not politics. Furthermore,
Sutherland is interested in conservative
public policy and authentic conservative
thought. Utahns who self-identify as con-

proach, put this divide on display. Utah businessmen were

servatives can be found arguing stridently on both sides of

pitted against several politically conservative state legisla-

this issue. And so we ask, does one authentic conservative

tors. Our own Sutherland Institute drew the ire of some

view exist on the issue of illegal immigrants already living

of those legislators because of testimony in favor of SB 97

in Utah?

using this language and tone,

Conservatives Choose Up Sides

We have noticed that there is an implicit assumption
that all “conservative” remedies to the issue of illegal

Conservatives on the national scene have faced this issue

immigration are framed by a strict law-and-order

and pit themselves in terms of “enforcement-first” versus

approach. Our Sutherland Institute is a conservative

the “assimilationists.” The former group believe noted econ-

think tank; our business is to understand authentic

omist Thomas Sowell when he writes,

conservative thought and translate this thinking into
sound public policy.

It will take time to see how various new border
control methods work out in practice and there is

We support SB 97 for many reasons, but the primary

no reason to rush ahead to deal with people already

reason is that we feel authentic conservative thought

illegally in this country before the facts are in on how

has not been well-represented in this debate and that

well the borders have been secured.3

a Task Force would allow us to provide this perspective in its fullness. As much as we have heard about

An open letter circulated by John Fonte of the Hudson In-

the importance of the rule of law, and it is vital, there

stitute and signed by the likes of William Bennett, Robert

are several other conservative principles of good

Bork, William F. Buckley, Newt Gingrich and Phyllis Schlafly,

government that must be given equal priority.

to name just a few, called on President Bush, Senator Frist,
and House Speaker Hastert to take care of “first things first”

While the national debate regarding a federal-level re-

and employ policy “sequencing” that begins and ends with

sponse to illegal immigration evidences a growing schism

a focus on enforcement. “We need proof that enforcement

2
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(both at the border and in the interior) is successful before

sion of SB 81. Among other things this bill, as introduced,

anything else happens.”4

would have repealed the nonresident tuition waiver for
qualified children of illegal immigrants, removed ineligibil-

In response, another group of conservatives, thirty-three to

ity for a host of other benefits in the normal course of get-

be exact, signed a statement distributed through The Wall

ting a college education, punished businessmen who hire

Street Journal titled, “Enforcement Isn’t Enough.”5 Invoking

illegal immigrants, issued official documentation to prove

the spirit of Ronald Reagan’s “shining city on a hill,” signers

citizenship, forced state and local governments to verify

including Jack Kemp, Jeanne Kirkpatrick, Grover Norquist,

citizenship and prohibit employing illegal immigrants, cre-

Bill Kristol, Arthur Laffer, Clint Bolick, Martin Anderson, J.C.

ated a discriminatory employment practice to discharge a

Watts, and Steve Forbes, wrote,

lawful employee if an illegal immigrant remains in employ,
required anyone applying for state or local welfare benefits

At this critical moment in the immigration debate

to prove they are a legal citizen, prevented any local govern-

[the Senate bill in 2006], conservatives need to ex-

ment entity from passing a law limiting the ability of govern-

amine the role we are playing in the great national

ment employees to turn in fellow employees thought to be

issue. In many respects, the way we position our-

illegal, and required the state Attorney General’s Office to

selves on immigration will determine whether we

negotiate with the federal government to allow state law

can retain the mantle of majority leadership. What

enforcement officers to apply federal immigration laws.

side of history do conservatives want to be on?

That’s what “enforcement-first” looks like in practice in Utah
Conservatives have always prided themselves on

– an uncharacteristically piecemeal, intrusive, government-

acknowledging, in the words of John Adams, that

first approach. It can be argued that such proposals blur

“facts are stubborn things.” Well, immigration – both

the lines of federalism as they seek to foist the federal re-

the robust annual flow required to keep our economy

sponsibility for immigration control upon states. While an

growing and the 12 million illegal immigrants already

issue that is certainly fodder for debate, this mongrelizing of

in the country – is a fact of life in the U.S. today. And

the principle of federalism should not be taken lightly and

the only practical way to deal with these stubborn

only adds to the perception that this brand of conservative

realities is with a comprehensive solution….

activist cares more about abstract ideals (and making a narrow point) than about real people or practical realities.

Many Utah lawmakers fall into the former camp, the “enforcement first” group of conservatives. For them, the answer to

Primarily through SB 81, political conservatives in the Utah

this question – what do we do about immigrants already

State Legislature have identified with the “enforcement-

here illegally? – is simply an extension of their sentiments

first” approach (there are always notable exceptions in such

about federal border policy: remove every internal economic

matters). But political conservatism, often connected to

incentive for those people to come to Utah or to stay here –

state Republican politics, is not necessarily the same thing

no jobs, no welfare benefits, no reason to be here, no illegal

as authentic, philosophical, or intellectual conservatism. In

immigrants, problem solved.

fact, politics is hardly an accurate measurement of anything
characteristically authentic. By definition and from incep-

How these Utah lawmakers would like to go about imple-

tion, political means compromised, for good or ill. And how-

menting enforcement policies was outlined in the initial ver-

ever obvious the associated problems are to political con-
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servatives, or however logical solutions to these problems

was born in Washington-on-the-Brazos, Texas, in 1881 and

seem to be for them, for many other equally-thoughtful

fought the Mexican government at every turn while drilling

philosophical conservatives this black-and-white approach

for oil. In 1921, he was expelled from Mexico for allegedly

seems to be ineffective, needlessly divisive, government-

undermining the Obregon government.

driven and, unfortunately, often irrational.
Bill Buckley’s tenure as a conservative icon spanned the

Have the Gods Spoken?

generations between Russell Kirk and current conservative
scholars such as Allan Carlson and Utah’s own Bryce Chris-

While political conservatives of our day have had their say

tensen.8 As such, Buckley has had many opportunities to

on this matter, any person seeking an authentic conserva-

speak up. In a recent Newsmax.com article, James H. Walsh

tive opinion would be wise to discover
what conservatism’s forefathers – Kirk, Nisbet, Meyer, Burnham, Hayek, etc. – have
communicated. If we are seeking authenticity, we should go to the source.
For instance, we should review the
over-200 issues of Modern Age,6 the conservative intellectual journal now housed
at the Intercollegiate Studies Institute and
the publication founded by Russell Kirk in

“An immigrant can live in
France but not become a
Frenchman; he can live in
Germany but not become a
German; he can live in Japan
but not become Japanese, but
anyone from any part of the
world can come to America
and become an American.”
– Ronald reagan

collected the following remarks by Buckley
on immigration.9 Mr. Walsh writes (referring
to Buckley as “WFB”),
Commenting on the 2000 Republican
Convention, WFB opined that the gathering “made it clear not only the need
to commend the Republican Party to the
favor of Hispanic voters, but also the
evanescence [disappearance] in America
of ethnocentrism.”

1957. As it happens, there is not one essay on immigration
in the entire collection. Nor are there any writings (books or

In 2004 WFB wrote, “Beginning in 1965, we simply

independent publications) from any of these conservative

surrendered on the subject of Western Hemisphere

forefathers specifically addressing the matter of illegal im-

immigration”…and concluded that no new immi-

migration. As conservative scholar Allan C. Carlson explains,

gration laws would be able to resolve illegal entries.

“The problem is that immigration into the U.S. was mostly
choked off between 1924 and 1965…and so it was a non-

He questioned repeatedly the reality and effective-

issue for Kirk, the early Buckley, Nisbet, etc. I am not sure

ness of the Employer Sanctions legislation and con-

what [free-market economist Wilhelm] Roepke had to say.

cluded that deportation of illegal aliens would be “as

I also don’t know what they had to say (if anything) when

wrenching as the uprooting of blacks 300 years ago.”

Congress voted to end the old quota system in 1965.”

7

WFB held that failure to obey the law must result

Carlson mentions “the early Buckley.” William F. Buckley, Jr.

in defined penalties. He identified the failure of the

remains the sole exception to this dearth of commentary,

U.S. congresses from 1965 to the present to enact im-

and not just any exception. Though Bill Buckley was born in

migration legislation reflecting U.S. culture, heritage,

New York City in 1925 he was raised in Mexico, France and

and values as the cause of the present “immigration

England. He learned to speak Spanish and French before

morass.” Yet William F. Buckley, Jr. offered no sim-

he spoke a word of English. His father, William F. Buckley, Sr.,

ple solution to the illegal aliens crashing U.S. borders

4
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in waves that threaten the downfall of his beloved

On the other hand, Podhoretz’s NR colleague, Jonah Gold-

country. Recognizing the enormity of the problem,

berg begs to disagree,

he left us with this caution: “Laws attempting to seal
the border were in the tradition of King Canute or-

He [Podhoretz] says there is no conservative posi-

dering the tide to stop.”

tion on immigration. This strikes me as untrue.
There are, I believe, some minimal principles all

Beyond Buckley, the book American Conservatism: An Ency-

conservatives agree on and I think those who dis-

clopedia explains that “immigration has posed special prob-

agree really aren’t conservatives. Conservatives

lems for conservatives because it highlights tensions be-

agree that citizenship has a definition and that there

tween tradition and freedom. The debate generally turns on

are rules, rights and responsibilities if immigrants

whether the nation can successfully transform immigrants

didn’t come here illegally. Conservatives agree that

through a process of assimilation or whether the sheer

there is something called American culture (though

number of immigrants disfigures the American culture.”10

we debate its adaptability and power to assimilate).

It notes that “there is a strong anti-immigration tradition on

Beyond that, I think John’s right to say there’s no

the Right…The arguments against immigrants were and

single conservative position on immigration policy.

remain manifold: anti-Catholicism, theories of racial superi-

(his italics) But if you disagree with these principles

ority, fears of Bolshevism, economic concerns about wage

you’re either simply confused or you’re an adherent

depression, and general worries about cultural erosion.”

of some other orientation or ideology.13

The book also notes that there is a strong tradition among

In searching for other nuggets of authenticity, the con-

conservatives in support of immigration “on the grounds

gressional debate over the 1965 immigration bill also can

that [it] is fundamentally about human rights.” Quoting

provide an anecdotal, small, glimpse of how at least one

Ronald Reagan, “An immigrant can live in France but not

prominent political conservative leader of the day, Sena-

become a Frenchman; he can live in Germany but not be-

tor Everett Dirksen, addressed this issue. Dirksen, as most

come a German; he can live in Japan but not become Japa-

people are aware, was a very outspoken conservative – de-

nese, but anyone from any part of the world can come to

fender of Senator Joseph McCarthy, supporter of Robert

America and become an American.”

A. Taft for president, and most remembered for saying,

11

“A billion here, a billion there, pretty soon, you’re talking
That the issue of illegal immigration is causing fractures

about real money.” He also viewed the 1965 immigration

among conservatives is obvious. That our intellectual fore-

bill (sponsored by Senator Edward Kennedy), as he did the

fathers had little to nothing to say about the issue does not

1965 Civil Rights Act, in very human terms.14

help in constructing an authentic conservative opinion. Nor
has it stopped all contenders to the throne of intellectual

As part of a very lengthy floor speech, Dirksen shared this

conservatism from voicing authoritative opinions. National

personal story,

Review’s John Podhoretz decrees, “Debate is essential, not
close-minded assertions that there is only one way to think

The master of a freighter steamship jumped ship

about an issue that is clearly more ambiguous than that.

[an illegal immigrant], his own ship, in New York,

You want a warning label? Here’s a warning label: There is

mingled with the crowd, and finally found his way

no one conservative position on immigration.” (his italics)

to Chicago. He eventually came to my hometown.

12
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Nobody paid too much attention to him. He was a

wart knew that these laws were about welcoming people

very thrifty, able, frugal worker. He got himself a

of good will to America. He was no Pollyanna. His first

dinner bucket job in a factory and, by dint of sheer

congressional committee assignment in 1933 was on the

diligence and devotion to his job, he finally became

House immigration committee, nine years after Congress

one of the top foremen. In a short space of time, he

voted to significantly restrict immigration. Thirty-two years

was being invited to come to luncheon clubs and

after manning his post he voted to undo what had been

other organizations to give speeches.

done in 1924. The 1965 Immigration and Naturalization
Amendments Act passed the Senate (and ultimately be-

Back in those days, or at about that time, I was a

came law) by a vote of 76-18, the nay votes mostly falling

district commander in the American Legion, and the

on the Southern senators.

Legion post in that area used to invite this man to tell
about his war experiences. He had a fabulous record.

Even Ronald Reagan, nearly deified by political and intellectual conservatives alike, signed the 1986 immigration bill,

This man addressed many of the luncheon clubs.

now much-despised by many movement conservatives

Nobody ever worried about his identity. Nobody

and talk-radio hosts, and while he had high hopes for equal

cared whether he had a social security number. We

portions of tough border restrictions, more liberal policies

took him into the bosom of the municipal family.

on legal immigration and, horror of horrors, amnesty for immigrants already living here illegally, he clearly embraced

One night there was a knock on my door and there

the spirit of open immigration. The early Reagan (circa

he stood. When he came into my study and told me

1952) said,

his story, here was a man with broad shoulders, a
mature man, weeping like a baby. His problem was

I have thought of America as a place in the divine

that his wife and youngsters were still in the old

scheme of things that was set aside as a promised

country and he wanted to get them here. He said,

land…and the price of admission was very simple…

“I will build a new house; I can pay for it in cash. I

any place in the world and any person from these

will buy the finest furniture; I can pay for it in cash.

places; any person with the courage, with the desire

I want my family.”

to tear up their roots, to strive for freedom, to attempt
and dare to live in a strange and foreign place, to

Mr. President, it took me over a year, sometimes by

travel halfway across the world was welcome here…I

devious effort, to work it out. However, I was there

believe that God in shedding His grace on this coun-

the day that that family was reunited, and what a

try has always in this divine scheme of things kept an

blessed thing it really was.” (italics added)

eye on our land and guided it as a promised land for

15

these people.17 (italics added)

At another point in the same debate he described a situation of Basque immigrant sheepherders who settled in

As he left the Oval Office, in his farewell address, he repeat-

Idaho and praised them as “among the best citizens there,”

ed an oft-spoken appeal that marked his presidency,

and added, “It was a job to bring them in, but it was a piece
of patchwork we accomplished.”16 Immigration laws al-

I’ve spoken of the shining city all my political life,

ways have been a “patchwork” and this conservative stal-

but I don’t know if I ever quite communicated what I

6
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saw when I said it. But in my mind was a tall, proud
city built on rocks stronger than oceans, wind-swept,
God-blessed, and teeming with people of all kinds
living in harmony and peace; a city with free ports
that hummed with commerce and creativity. And
if there had to be city walls, the walls had doors and the
doors were open to anyone with the will and the heart to
get here. That’s how I saw it, and see it still.
And how stands the city on this winter night? More
prosperous, more secure, and happier than it was
eight years ago…she’s still a beacon, still a magnet for
all who must have freedom, for all the pilgrims from
all the lost places who are hurtling through the darkness, toward home.18 (italics added)

Deconstructing the Enforcement-First Approach
Oversimplification of complex issues is a hallmark of strident
advocacy. Many of the currently high-profile, anti-immigration advocates are not immune from oversimplification as
evidenced by this use of an off-hand remark from the late
Milton Friedman, “It’s just obvious that you can’t have free
immigration and a welfare state.”19 Their assumption being
that “free,” “open,” or more liberal “assimilationist” immigration policies are destructive to our American culture and
economy and must be reformed. Actually, what should
not be so obvious for authentic conservatives is why we assume the problem is immigration and not the modern welfare state. If given the choice between banishing our fellow
human beings from our communities and dismantling the
welfare state, wouldn’t every sensible conservative choose

While the public debate over immigration, historically, can

the latter policy?

fill volumes, there was not much added to it by conservative intellectuals in the formative years of the modern con-

This same oversimplification is at the heart of the “enforce-

servative movement. Certainly there is not enough mate-

ment-first” formulation: what don’t we understand about

rial to indicate an explicit conservative position. Even so,

the word “illegal”?

this doesn’t mean that nothing was said that can inform
our current conversation; nor does it mean that these con-

In this spirit, having immigrants here illegally creates a me-

servative intellectual leaders didn’t expressly address other

nagerie of social and cultural disincentives prohibiting im-

principles that could be used effectively in any attempt to

migrants’ constructive assimilation. Critics have pointed out

construct an authentic conservative position.

that modern immigrants create isolated ethnic enclaves
detrimental to prosperous and integrated communities,

The fact remains that Utah conservatives have an unavoid-

that they are and remain a burdensome underclass, that

able question to answer within an increasingly contentious

they dilute American culture with unnecessarily strident

debate: Is there an authentic conservative policy response

multiculturalist attitudes, that they cost taxpayers more

to those people already living in Utah illegally? The Suther-

in welfare benefits than they return in taxes, that they are

land Institute trustees, staff, and colleagues are confident

not and cannot become good citizens (despite the hopes

that a reasonable authentic conservative position can be

of both political parties, these people don’t vote), that they

constructed. But to do so rigorously we must first decon-

only simulate but do not deliver strong family values, that

struct what already stands as conventional wisdom about

they threaten our national sovereignty and, while suppress-

Utah’s current “conservative” approach to the matter.

ing real wages, they exploit the worst sort of greedy self-
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interest within the hearts (and wallets) of already penny-

ping in our stores, working in our restaurants and on our

pinching American businessmen.

construction sites, attending our public schools, and, yes,
very often finding themselves on our welfare roles and in

These points have been researched, articulated, and advo-

our jails. They are as human as we are.

cated by the volume20 and, frankly, there are surface justifications that validate them. Both in theory and in practice

This reality – the plusses as well as the minuses – is the

positive assimilation into society is extremely difficult for

essence in constructing an authentic conservative ap-

any person, let alone an entire population, who is by definition an elusive
criminal. Assimilation is a moving target
because it is a function of a social absorption rate measured by degree, any point
from “sapped” to “saturated.” Of course, no
one really knows where this perfect “so-

proach to this issue. Reality, not ideol-

If given the choice between
banishing our fellow human beings from our communities and
dismantling the welfare state,
wouldn’t every sensible conservative choose the latter policy?

cial dew point,” or balance, lies between

ogy, is what makes the issue of illegal
immigration such an ideal opportunity
for authentic conservatives to make
a constructive difference – we have a
clear vision of the kind of healthy society
we seek21 and we have the experiential
knowledge and insight to get us there.

too little immigration and too much. But anti-immigration

But to get there we must first tear down several ideological

advocates nationally argue as if they know for certain that

obstacles in our way.

the scale has been tipped in the direction of too much,
and certainly would not hesitate to say that illegal immi-

The Nature of Naturalization

gration does not help policy makers in exacting an already
elusive balance.

The first step in deconstructing the “enforcement-first” approach, on the road to revealing an authentic conservative

In response to this obvious dilemma, these advocates pres-

immigration policy, is to understand the nature and con-

sure the federal government to react with equal obvious-

text of our immigration laws.

ness to seal the border between the United States and
Mexico. Voices in their midst even argue for another mora-

It is not cliché to say that America is a nation of immigrants.

torium, reminiscent of the 40 years between 1924 and 1965,

It is a truism. Outside of Native Americans (though includ-

to allow for positive assimilation and thorough absorption.

ing even them in Utah’s Mormon understanding), everyone

On this point of policy, at the border and centered on legal

comes from immigrant stock. While America has been a

immigration policies, there remains a healthy, if not resolv-

land of “ordered liberty” it has been an immigrant nation.

able, debate among conservatives.

The very first immigration law, from Massachusetts, required
all shipmasters to provide a “bond” to ensure that any pas-

While Utah is certainly in the middle of this real-life drama

senger brought to the new world would not end up as a

being played out, for us the contentious debate actu-

public charge. This wise proscription for its day should not

ally transcends what is happening on America’s southern

mislead us. The inherent policy that has driven any immi-

border. The debate for Utah remains exclusively an issue

gration restriction is open immigration. From the colonial

centered on those people living, working, and raising their

period up to 1880, American immigration policy could best

families in our midst. It is about our neighbors, not south

be described as “unrestricted admission.”

of the border, but now right next door to us – people shop-

8
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What is historically, and now somewhat derogatorily, referred

American immigration laws were not designed, in spirit or

to as nativism is an implicit acknowledgment that the whole

letter, to prevent people from coming to the United States.26

idea of America, the “American ideal,” begins with open immi-

Proscriptions on open entry were in place to qualify people

gration. Nativism has been nothing more than a political ex-

of good will and the only way to know if someone was a

pression of those immigrants already settled and living here to

person of good will or not was to give them the opportu-

limit the flow of new immigrants for a variety of reasons, some

nity of proving it by living side-by-side with citizens.

rational and some not-so-rational.
Authentic conservatives should examine what they are
We can catalogue the history of immigration laws, a history

“conserving.” Consistent with the historic purpose or intent

of all sorts of proscriptions, but all of them lead us back to

of naturalization, authentic conservatives are clearly point-

one overriding concept: American immigration policy be-

ed in the direction of conserving the principle of open im-

gan with a single presumption – this nation is open to any

migration. This policy is unarguably the spirit and letter of

person of good will. On December 2, 1783, George Wash-

our nation’s founding.

ington asserted this point when he wrote, “The bosom of
America is open to receive not only the Opulent and re-

A Humane Rule of Law

spected Stranger, but the oppressed and persecuted of all
Nations and Religions; whom we shall welcome to a par-

The second step in deconstructing the “enforcement-first”

ticipation of all our rights and privileges, if by decency and

approach, especially in Utah,27 is to clarify what we mean

propriety of conduct they appear to merit the enjoyment.”22

by “the rule of law.” Ignoring for a moment the very real

(italics added)

nativistic sentiments that have redirected immigration
reforms from its original meaning, the current concern of

So central to the very identity of this nation, the U.S. Con-

most Americans about illegal immigration is not that we

stitution authorizes Congress to “establish a uniform rule of

don’t want brown-skinned individuals and their families in

naturalization” and, when it did, Congress promulgated

our country. Our current concern is an issue of justice and

that aliens who have “resided within the limits and under

fairness. We simply don’t like people “cheating” our system.

23

the jurisdiction of the United States for the term of two
years, may be admitted to become a citizen….”24 Far more

Again, let’s be perfectly clear. In an environment of open

than a mere history lesson, this latter reference points out

immigration, there are no such people as “cheaters.” Re-

the obvious policy that people not only lived in the United

strictive and closed immigration policies create cheaters.

States prior to becoming citizens, they were expected to

This is a very important point in understanding the charge

live here without being citizens. The 1790 law requiring

that illegal immigrants, and those conservatives who value

two years of residency was amended in 1795 to five years.

assimilation, are violating a cherished rule of law. The de-

Again, more than being viewed as an added burden to

sire to come to America, we can and must assume until

hopeful immigrants, this is further proof that living in the

proven otherwise, is a sincere, heart-felt sentiment to bet-

United States while not a citizen was far from criminal. By

ter lives. With all due apologies to “original sinners,” human

1798 the residency requirement was fourteen years. A new

nature didn’t create cheating; human nature created our

immigrant had to “declare and prove…that he has resided

fierce instincts for survival and for bettering our circum-

within the United States fourteen years….”25

stances in life.
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Yet, when faced with a very similar legal scenario, immigra-

When you get right down to it, the rule of law only

tion critics fail to draw any useful comparisons. For instance,

exists because enough of us believe in it and insist

a speed limit law is the same genus as an immigration law.

that everyone, even the non-believers, behave as if it

Both are positive laws, meaning they are “man-made,” based

exists. The minute enough of us stop believing, stop

upon human judgment, and not moral law. It is telling, for

insisting that the law protects us all, and that every

purposes of this subject, that when honest, law-abiding

single one of us is accountable to the law – in that

people exceed the posted speed limit on any American

moment, the rule of law will be gone.28

road or highway they do not feel the need to confess their
“sin” to clergy or even turn themselves in to authorities. The

In this sense, the rule of law must be based on an accurate accounting of human nature and

law is the law, but such a positive law inherently carries the risk that the posted
limit will not reflect human experience or
action and, hence, will create law-breakers

In an environment of open
immigration, there are no such
people as “cheaters.”

actual human experience to maintain its
integrity, broad appeal, and nearly universal compliance. The fact that millions
of people, both foreign and domestic,

out of otherwise innocent, law-abiding

don’t seem to have too big of a problem with the violation

citizens.

of current federal immigration laws is the high-sign that
Not one of us who exceed the speed limit would call our-

law-makers have violated the integrity of the rule of law.

selves “criminals.” Likewise, we can be quite sure that persons entering our country illegally, who are otherwise, law-

Further evidence of this characteristic in the rule of law is

abiding “people of good will” would not consider them-

that efforts to assist those persons already here in violation

selves to be “criminals” either.

of federal immigration laws are not seen by every American as encouraging lawlessness or even discouraging law-

Just as with any violation of our speed limit laws, any vio-

abiding people who have sacrificed much to obey federal

lation of federal immigration laws is a denigration of that

immigration laws. No one is saying to those who obey such

particular law. No doubt. It is not, however, a denigration

laws, “go ahead and violate the law because other people

of the rule of law. In these cases, it is the poorly-estimated

do,” any more than we encourage our neighbors to violate

crafting of the law that actually denigrates the rule of law

speed limit laws when we, individually, exceed the set lim-

– it ignores or miscalculates actual human experience and

its. The rule of law remains intact, both in spirit and letter,

fails to anticipate (or even effectively control) individual hu-

up to the point that the set limit feels reasonable to people.

man action.

If everyone is violating the 55 m.p.h. speed limit, a lasting
answer that responds to real human experience would be

Highways, for example, are built to move people in a hurry.

to increase the speed limit rather than put more police on

A speed limit law is designed, presumably, to move people

the highway to capture and convict everyone. This deci-

in a hurry but orderly and safely. For better or worse, indi-

sion is the difference between continuing to live within a

vidual drivers on our highways ultimately determine their

rule-of-law framework of ordered liberty and a police state.

own safety. A law cannot do that. As one law professor
explained,

We are the ones who have changed the rules of the immigration game, not the tired, poor and huddled masses
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yearning to join us. We are the ones who have created a

emplify this way of life. But what about illegal immigrants

broken system that no longer works to accommodate the

living here?

real-life needs and desires (and timing) of people today
wanting to join our way of life. The desires of immigrants,

•

Sixty-seven percent (67%) of all adult Utahns are mar-

whatever their color or ethnicity, have not changed. Our

ried; sixty-nine percent (69%) of all adult “Hispanic non-

politics have changed, and repeatedly.

citizens” in Utah are married.29
•

The average family size in Utah is 4.18 persons; the av-

An authentic conservative approach to illegal immigration

erage family size in Utah of “Hispanic non-citizens” is

not only respects the rule of law, it understands its essential

4.67 persons.30

nature. It understands that any effective rule of law must

•

The divorce rate among all adults in Utah is just over

insinuate the human experience, it must be humane (ab-

ten percent (10.8%); the divorce rate among all adult

sent of ideology) and, at least in America where people are

“Hispanic non-citizens” is four percent (4%).31

allowed great latitude to “work out their salvation,” it must err
on the side of freedom, not punishment.

But aren’t illegal immigrants free-loaders simply coming
here to take advantage of our generous welfare benefits?

Authentic conservatives cherish the rule of law. On the
other hand, we eschew a police state. We punish when we

•

Looking at labor force participation rates in Utah (the

must, not because we like to or because we can or because

“work ethic” factor, or the “laziness index,” depending

it’s easier than being charitable. While a free society requires

on your worldview), “Hispanic non-citizens” have the

that specific laws be exact, this same free society requires

highest rate of work participation, seventy-seven per-

that our general rule of law be characterized by a spirit of

cent (77%); among all Utah adults it is sixty-eight per-

patience, fluidity, and transformative processes – it must be

cent (68%)32

characterized by a sense of assimilation where all people are
permitted to become free, not simply stamped “LEGAL.”

The Pot Calling the Kettle Brown

Despite those random emails you get from crazy Aunt
Helen about the “brown scourge” consuming federal welfare by the ton, illegal immigrants are not eligible for most
federal benefits, except certain emergency services such

The third step in deconstructing the “enforcement-first” ap-

as in hospitals and child services through public schools.33

proach is to challenge the sweeping claim that immigra-

They cannot receive food stamps, Supplemental Social

tion is inherently counter-cultural and, hence, destructive

Security (SSI), Temporary Assistance for Needy Families

to our American way of life. So, what is our American way

(TANF), or Medicaid (except in emergency situations). The

of life?

1996 federal welfare reform bill also bars illegal immigrants
from receiving most state- and local-funded benefits, in-

At least from a philosophically conservative perspective,

cluding government contracts, licenses, grants, loans, and

especially here in Utah, our American way of life surely in-

assistance.34 They can receive treatment for emergency

cludes family formation. We cherish our families. We ap-

conditions, short-term, in-kind emergency disaster relief,

preciate the sacrifices that couples make to marry, have

immunization against communicable diseases, and private

children, and stay married. Certainly the citizens of Utah ex-

charitable services designated under law.
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But aren’t most of them are criminals? Well, if they are, they

with a diploma. Of course these failings impact our culture

aren’t very good at it.

(and economy), but they also reflect our culture – specifically our public school culture. From a philosophically con-

•

•

Between 1995 and 2005, while the Hispanic propor-

servative perspective, the public school system is precisely

tion of Utah’s population grew by one-hundred thir-

the American institution created to help disadvantaged

ty-three percent (133%), the Index Crime Rate fell by

and dissimilated students such as these. And yet it is fail-

thirty-three percent (33%), the Violent Crime Rate fell

ing them. While there is a growing discontent and effort

by thirty-one percent (31%), and the Property Crime

among concerned Utahns to address this issue,38 it is un-

Rate fell thirty-three percent (33%).35

clear which is the bigger problem – the obvious education-

Likewise, between 2000 and 2005, while the “Hispanic

al disadvantage of children whose families are pronounced

non-citizens” proportion of the population grew by

“illegal” or an American institution that has had 200 years to

fifty-two percent (52%), the Index Crime Rate fell by

evolve and still cannot manage to help those it was specifi-

eight percent (8%), the Violent Crime Rate fell by elev-

cally designed to help?

en percent (11%), and the Property Crime Rate fell by
eight percent (8%).36

For authentic conservatives, not only must we discern the
sort of culture worth conserving, we must not discriminate

There is no question that status as an “illegal” person, even

among those who violate our cultural norms. If being an

in the kindest of communities, has its adverse affects on

illegal immigrant on welfare is detrimental to society, so

human capacity, productivity, and success. While social characteristics such as
family formation and crime are matters of
personal choice and responsibility, wholly
in the hands and control of these immigrants, economic characteristics such as
employment are largely matters external

Despite those random emails you
get from crazy Aunt Helen about
the “brown scourge” consuming
federal welfare by the ton, illegal immigrants are not eligible
for most federal benefits.

too must it be for any citizen. If committing a crime is a serious character flaw
for an illegal immigrant, so too must it
be for any citizen. If having babies outof-wedlock is a sign of moral turpitude
for an illegal immigrant, so too must it
be for any citizen. In other words, being

to the individual. Illegal immigrants are typically lower-

an illegal immigrant in and of itself does not violate any

skilled workers with limited access to the job market. It is

cultural norm. And yet some immigration critics still can-

not surprising that unemployment is higher for illegal im-

not seem to draw this distinction.

migrants in Utah. 37 Limited work-scope plus limited access
equals fewer work opportunities.

Here is an example of this discriminatory logic, in this case
the opening sentence of an essay from noted anti-immi-

There is a third sphere of impact among illegal immigrants,

gration “conservative” Heather Mac Donald,

neither social nor economic but clearly influencing both:
education.

Certainly, many more Hispanic students in

Utah’s public schools fail than the norm, and we must as-

Some of the most violent criminals at large today are
illegal aliens.39

sume that some of them, perhaps many, are the children
of illegal immigrants. Approximately forty-three percent

Okay, debate over! Except that most of our violent crimi-

(43%) of these students fail to graduate Utah high schools

nals are young white and black males who are also citizens.
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Is her point to suggest that somehow illegal immigrants ex-

In challenging the humanity of these mischaracterizations,

ceed the norm? Or is it, simply, that she doesn’t like illegal

what else is a rational person to think when activists choose

immigrants?

to stigmatize an entire population rather than put their collective energies into reclaiming an entire nation in which

It is this sort of illogic from otherwise seemingly intelligent

everyone can play a part? Instead, these activists roll out a

people that draws charges of nativism. An “enforcement-

long list of horribles to justify their universal condemnation

first” approach seems to exacerbate this negative percep-

of an entire people and then display draconian attitudes (if

tion as it seeks to impose a measure of human expectation

not policies) to relieve American society of this plague.

upon immigrants that it cannot safely ensure for its own
native people. It incessantly mischaracterizes all illegal im-

On the list of “cultures” that authentic conservatives should

migrants as freeloaders whose sole motive is to live as a de-

seek to conserve, this illogical, irrational, objectifying nativ-

pendent people under the comfortable blanket of America’s

istic expression should never be found. We should much

modern welfare state. And yet it has no answer as to why

prefer to preserve the sentiments expressed on our Statue

its own people (citizens) should be permitted to so burden

of Liberty and eschew fear, ignorance, and prejudice.

society – an especially uncomfortable silence given that, in
Friedman’s dichotomy between free immigration and free

Shedding the Onus, Seizing the Opportunity

welfare, its adherents choose to fight people struggling for
a better life while conspicuously avoiding any mention of

Herein lies the crux of the disagreement between authen-

reforming the very creature they claim serves as a magnet

tic conservatives and anti-immigration activists: authentic

for these “free-loading” immigrants.

conservatives view new immigrants (preferably legal but
necessarily including illegal) as an opportunity to reclaim

So what about the cost of illegal immigration? That’s the

and renew vital American institutions, while anti-immigra-

wrong question.

The right question for conservatives

tion activists view new immigrants (always illegal but, for

ought to focus on the overall costs and entitlement-think-

some, surprisingly including legal) as an onus, an insur-

ing of the welfare state as applied to all people. There is

mountable burden, and an ill-intentioned threat to destroy

an appropriate, but grossly overemphasized, nexus being

our American way of life.

drawn between illegal immigrants and rising welfare costs.
The more appropriate nexus for authentic conservatives to

Authentic conservatives are left with the work of offering

draw would be between any person and the nearly uncon-

constructive solutions, and the policy context for these

ditional entitlement laws that permit any citizen to join the

recommendations will necessarily focus on the political

legions of dependency without first exhausting every cor-

economy of illegal immigration and the new opportunities it

ner of civil society to find lasting community solutions to

creates for Americans to reclaim freedoms lost, reacclimate

their problems. A careful look at demographic data would

ourselves to limited government, and restore our weak-

suggest that the generation of baby boomers now enter-

ened, but vital, institutions of civil society.

ing retirement will do more to strain the entitlement system than will the population of illegal immigrants. Who,

An authentic conservative view of illegal immigration for

then, is the greater danger to society by this yardstick?

Utah transcends nativism, looks to the institutions of civil
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society to solve community problems and reclaim crum-

conservatism would call for personal responsibility, this

bling lives, celebrates free markets within a social frame-

other path would call on government to expand its reach

work, and accepts a realistic perspective of human nature,

and influence.

its universal value, and its ultimate redemption. This broadly integrated and practical view is what will eventually put

It’s Time to Do the Right Thing

this pressing issue quietly and happily behind us in Utah.
The Sutherland Institute is guided by seven Governing PrinAn authentic conservative approach to illegal immigration

ciples that inform our brand of conservatism:

would conserve a person’s humanity and anything good
that person brings to our community. It also would miti-

•

gate anything bad that people bring to our community. It
would turn onus into opportunity.

Personal Responsibility as the basis of self-government

•

Family as the fundamental unit of society

•

Private Property as the cornerstone of economic

In seeking opportunities to constructively assimilate illegal

freedom

immigrants into Utah, we face a real paradox. The federal

•

Religion as the moral compass of human progress

government has passed laws creating illegal immigrants

•

Charity as the wellspring of a caring community

and, yet, has not found a reasonable way to stop illegal im-

•

Free Markets as the engine of economic prosperity

migration. It has created a criminal that it has allowed to

•

Limited Government as the essence of good gov-

wander freely within its borders.

ernment

The “enforcement-first” approach is to collapse this para-

We attempt to conform to what we understand to be his-

dox by having Utahns do what the federal government has

torical, or authentic, conservatism. Our view of immigra-

not been able to do. In other words, these advocates want

tion complements our Mission Statement40 and reflects our

Utahns to do within our local communities, with all of their

Governing Principles. In terms of policy focus, it also ex-

social, legal, and economic complexities,
what the federal government has been unable (or unwilling) to do at the border where
the issues are very black and white.
On the other hand, an authentic conserva-

amines what Utahns actually can do about

We should much prefer to
preserve the sentiments
expressed on our Statue
of Liberty and eschew fear,
ignorance, and prejudice.

tive approach would discourage Utah (and

illegal immigration already in our midst.
We conclude that there is nothing extraordinary about illegal immigrants, who are
otherwise law-abiding members of our
community. They are as real as every other

any state) from assuming this federal role. Not only would

Utahn in their daily lives and aspirations for their families.

this path violate principles of federalism, it would aggravate

While we look forward to more cost-benefit analyses of the

existing complexities created by the federal paradox. If au-

economic impact of this population in our state (to fur-

thentic conservatism would build community, this other

ther help, not hinder, their progress), we confidently rec-

path would destroy it. If authentic conservatism would

ommend that Utah public policy should seek to fully as-

promote free markets, this other path would encourage

similate otherwise law-abiding illegal immigrants already

government intrusions into the marketplace. If authentic

residing here.
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Local solutions to this problem must acknowledge and

Request a federal waiver permitting Utahns to explicitly

then accept the federal paradox that, unfortunately, has

address illegal immigration in a manner that preserves

been created. Further, our local solutions cannot be con-

families, builds communities, and creates productive

strained by the paradox. That is, Utah must be unencum-

citizens.

bered in our ability to address this issue for our own best
interests. In some minor ways, Utahns have already worked

While Congress musters the moral courage to address le-

to transcend the paradox. We have given certain immi-

gal immigration and policies directed at controlling our

grants in-state tuition rates for higher education and we

sovereign borders, the Utah State Legislature, local elected

have carved out a unique driver’s license. In doing so, we

officials, and community leaders should request a federal

have tip-toed around it. We are rightly concerned about

waiver permitting Utah to take matters related to assimila-

following federal laws AND we are rightly outraged that

tion into our own hands. A federal waiver authorizing ef-

the federal government has allowed these new neighbors

forts to assimilate these immigrants does not violate the

to come to us under these unfortunate and trying circum-

principle of federalism and still allows us to make the best

stances. The paradox already has given implicit permission

of an unfortunate circumstance.

for Utah policy makers to become innovative in turning
onus into opportunity.

In doing so, Utah could become a model for other states
to act wisely and humanely, preserving the best interests

Seeking to conserve 1) an original vision of immigration, 2)

of the state, in addressing illegal immigrants already living

a humane rule of law, and 3) an uplifting and healthy cul-

among us.

ture for Utah, the Sutherland Institute offers several policy
recommendations to address our new neighbors who have

Create an in-state work permit.

immigrated illegally:
A compelling, though disingenuous, argument from anti1.

Request a federal waiver permitting Utahns to explicitly

immigration advocates has been that despite the limited

address illegal immigration in a manner that preserves

extension of in-state tuition rates for higher education to the

families, builds communities, and creates productive

children of illegal immigrants, these students still face an insur-

citizens.

mountable task of finding legal employment. Opponents add

2.

Create an in-state work permit.

that this is a cruel promise of a better life.

3.

Focus public education on our most needy students.

4.

Establish a broad network of authentic charity care

In our opinion, the answer isn’t to build walls but to tear

clinics.

them down. Rather than dashing anyone’s hopes we rec-

Coordinate private outreach to strengthen faith and

ommend an obvious solution: offer an in-state work permit

family relationships.

for illegal immigrants residing in Utah.

5.
6.
7.

Coordinate public/private efforts to teach the full
scope of citizenship.

This new permit would encourage these residents to safely

Lobby our state’s congressional delegation to support

and productively assimilate into Utah’s economy. It would

more humane legal immigration policies.

encourage personal responsibility as they struggle like the
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rest of us to make a better life for their families. And it would

principals who choose to help these struggling students

remove any extra burdens from Utah’s employers who are

and their schools perform better.

reluctantly being deputized to expose such residents and
then penalized for simply going about their business when

This new focus also means, for the rest of the public school

they don’t. A new in-state work permit would allow em-

population, that efforts should be made to unburden the

ployers to be involved constructively in the normal worka-

system wherever possible. It will do no good to shift focus

day lives of these struggling residents, instead of becoming

and resources to these struggling students if taxpayers

an additionally destructive influence in their lives. In other

and parents of successful students whine about it. A “pub-

words, when the choice is clearly in our hands, why would

lic” school system is either about helping our neighbors in

we choose to turn Utah’s employers into potential criminals

need (a true safety net) or it is about endlessly pitting the

(or deputize them as additional law enforcement officers),

poor against the rich amidst the politics of school fund-

rather than helping them, to help us, expand economic op-

ing in the name of “equity.” If it’s the latter, the poor will

portunity for all of our neighbors?

always lose.

A new in-state work permit would allow currently-marginal-

Wonderful school programs such as the Dual Immersion Char-

ized illegal immigrants to constructively assimilate into our

ter School and Horizonte Instruction and Training Center (Salt

communities. This policy momentum would drive people

Lake School District’s fourth high school) can be modeled and

to the surface of society, not underground, and would en-

perfected, along with many new and innovative approaches,

hance their abilities to add value to our state.

to reach these struggling students.

Focus public education on our most needy students.

Establish a broad network of authentic charity care
clinics.

We are rightly concerned about the abnormally poor academic performance in our Hispanic communities. There is

We are rightly concerned about the growing problem of

no reason to doubt that many of these struggling students

affordable and available health care for the poorest among

come from the homes of illegal immigrants. An authentic

us. Certainly the families of illegal immigrants would be

conservative approach would be to create innovative edu-

included in this category. An authentic conservative ap-

cation reforms that focus on their success.

proach would be to expand private charity care clinics. As
we do so, we also reap the social benefits of community

Sutherland’s support for innovative public school reform

involvement in their lives.

should come as no surprise. What surprises those of us
who work here is the incongruity between the ideals cham-

Typically, illegal immigrants end up in hospital emergency

pioned by public school advocates and the lack of focused

rooms, the most expensive point in the health care sys-

attention on the system’s most struggling students. It is

tem. Systemic health care costs could be reduced dra-

time to align ideal with reality. Our limited tax dollars and

matically through the creation of a state-wide network of

educational services ought to flow to the most needy stu-

authentic charity care clinics – not only serving the fami-

dents in the public school system and, among many other

lies of illegal immigrants but, more so, our indigent and

innovative reforms, we should focus on performance and

needy uninsured populations. The few existing clinics in

differential pay enhancements for the best teachers and

Utah, such as Maliheh Free Clinic and Shriners Hospital,
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serve their clients well and at much lower costs than fee-

ing down upon taxpayers and tax-funded institutions. We

for-service, for-profit, and even not-for-profit (insurance-

don’t give up on citizen-families when they fall into disarray

driven) health care providers.

and we shouldn’t immediately assign Hispanic families to
the heap-bin of opportunities lost. The same institutions of

The policy is straight-forward: let the market address those

civil society – religions, voluntary associations, and private

who can pay and let charity care address those who can’t.

charities specifically – that have supported citizen-families

Conversely, let industry people make money on patients

should be called upon and mustered to become integral in

and clients who can pay and let them save money on those

the lives of immigrant families when needed.

who can’t pay by supporting charity care
clinics. While clinics providing basic care
would not solve every health care need, they
certainly would reduce costs and unburden

The life of an illegal immigrant family is a story of
remarkable perseverance.

Utah’s health care providers – and an added

Both the Church of Jesus Christ of Latterday Saints and the Catholic Church in Utah
are committed to assisting these neighbors
in need. But much more can be done. Fur-

bonus is that authentic charity care builds community as

thermore, much still needs to be done to coordinate efforts

registered health care providers and private community

among many non-religious Hispanic immigrant families in

groups volunteer to help in these clinics, and the rest of us

Utah.

generously support their efforts.
In policy terms, we must get away from the “income solves
Coordinate private outreach to strengthen faith and fam-

everything” model of assisting people. Strong family struc-

ily relationships.

ture – with the support of extended family, neighborhood
solidarity, and religious spiritual counseling – will save more

The life of an illegal immigrant family is a story of remark-

families from poverty, violence, academic failure, social dys-

able perseverance. At a time when even many citizen-fami-

function, and personal unhappiness than any monetary

lies often struggle in their marriages and with their troubled

hand-out or government entitlement.

children, imagine the stress and strain placed on the families of illegal immigrants. The difference between citizen-

To anti-immigration advocates who chide Hispanic and il-

families and illegal immigrant families is often the network

legal immigrant families for any shortcomings or failures,

of support that surrounds each. In the case of illegal immi-

helping these families privately (without government in-

grant families, the reality is that they often do not have that

trusions) will move them in the right direction. The answer

extra layer of familial or community support.

is not to point a finger, but to extend a helping hand.

Most illegal immigrant families in Utah are Hispanic fami-

Coordinate public/private efforts to teach the full scope

lies. As we have mentioned, they live a family culture that

of citizenship.

has become a central part of Utah’s historic identity. But
even the strongest families can have their problems.

The spirit of America’s immigration laws has been welcoming. They have required immigrants to physically reside in

We are rightly concerned about the breakdown of all Utah

the United States before becoming an American citizen.

families and the resulting social and economic costs rain-

While thoroughly unintended in terms of federal policies
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and laws to the contrary, Utah’s immigrant population has

A comprehensive approach to legal immigration, not sim-

been residing along side our citizens for years. And so we

ply an “enforcement-first” approach to illegal immigration,

ask, why aren’t we helping them become citizens? Just be-

is what is needed. Utah’s federal representatives should

cause they aren’t doesn’t mean they can’t be treated that

be expected to put their full weight of office behind im-

way or held up to citizen-like expectations.
Through public/private efforts Utahns
could organize numerous civic opportuni-

migration reform. It is at the federal level

Legal immigration policy is
a matter entirely for the
federal government.

ties to educate and train illegal immigrants

that border security should be addressed,
where immigrant-worker programs should
be enhanced, and where federal waivers
should be approved allowing states such

in the meaning of citizenship. They are here – we might

as Utah to accomplish the harder work of constructive as-

as well help them to understand what it means to be an

similation.

American. Civic and fraternal groups that have been gentrifying and, sadly, dying off (groups such as the Lion’s Club

Conclusion

or the Rotary Club) could play a huge role in this effort and
rejuvenate their ranks in the process. Not to mention that

In each of these particulars, the “enforcement-first” ap-

thriving community groups such as the PTA could play a

proach is in intellectual retreat. Its only answer is to con-

large role as well.

tinue to marginalize a community of people that will not
go away.

The State of Utah has a wonderful, but under-utilized, character and civics education program that could serve as a

Authentic conservatism will strive to uplift struggling

model for such programs. But the point is that we should

neighbors and make good people better. It will seek solu-

try – we (citizens) deserve this neighborly respect as do

tions to their problems that promote civil society (i.e. pri-

our immigrant neighbors. This sort of effort is assimilation

vate initiative) and prevent further expansion of needless

at its best.

government intrusions into all of our lives. The problem of
illegal immigration is an opportunity for Utahns to return

Lobby our state’s congressional delegation to support

to our roots where outcasts among us are welcomed and

more humane legal immigration policies.

encouraged to become a constructive part of our society.

Finally, but not least, we recognize that legal immigration

For much too long this issue has been co-opted by “en-

policy – policy at our borders – is a matter entirely for the

forcement-first” advocates who claim to represent authen-

federal government. As we have written here, if our im-

tic conservative thought, or who get upset when their pol-

migration policies are being ignored without regard for the

itics are questioned. There is nothing conservative about

law, perhaps our federal representatives ought to reevaluate

the “enforcement-first” approach to immigrants already liv-

the substance of those laws. As a federal matter we should

ing here illegally. It is time for authentic conservatives to

call on our federal representatives – our congressmen and

step forward and accept responsibility to address this issue

senators – to courageously engage this difficult issue.

in principled terms, as opportunity not onus.
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